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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

The last chapter of this study is conclusion and suggestion. It was 

presented some conclusions and some suggestions concerning the finding of the 

study discussed in the previous chapter. 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

According to the result of having observation and interview, the researcher 

saw that in teaching, teachers have different way or different skill that should be 

applied. Their beliefs could be seen from the process of teaching in the class, for 

example in the preparation of teaching and learning some teachers conducted 

warming up, the purpose was preparing students got new lesson enjoyable and 

also built their spirit to study. About delivering material teachers also have 

different way, like conducted game, through the song and also conducted drill. 

The first teacher liked to teach English used games because she believed that the 

best way to teach English for  students very young learner should  involve them in 

an activities. Her believe about this way based on their experience as a learner. 

The second teacher believed that the best way to teach English was through the 

song, she was selected this way also based from her experience as a learner. The 

third teacher believed one the best way to teach English as foreign language was 

conducted drill. This believe came from their experience during a teacher. Those 

way in teaching was not reffer to the theory but come from their assumptions in 

teaching. 
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Every teacher have different way in their teaching, it is natural because 

every body has a different perception, the teaching approaches, the way of 

delivering the materials and choosing some activities that teachers use in the 

classroom. it could be said that teachers’ beliefs grow and develop by the 

accumulation of teaching experiences, including their beliefs about teaching 

English for kindergarteners. This leads to the development of teachers’ knowledge 

about the content of English material and the best ways to teach.  

 

5.2 Suggestions 

 Teaching English was difficult because English as a foreign language for 

us, but it could be quite difficult when the students is very young. Interested way 

is needed. Therefor,  the teacher should be understand well about the 

characteristic of teaching for young learners. Some suggestions maybe could 

remind teachers in their teaching.  

1. Conducted warming up before going to the topic of the lesson is a good way 

because it is preparing students to learn enjoyably  

2. It is be better when we conduct warming up reffering to the topic that want to 

be delivered not just made students feel happy. 

3. When conducting drill, the most basic kind is a repetition drill. In this case, the 

teacher should pronounce exactly the words to make students clear what is to 

repeat. 

 

 

 


